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In the Supreme Court of the State of Idaho 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
PlaintifT-lkspondC1lt. ORDER GRANTINO MonON TO 
AUGMFNr AND ro SUSPEND n rE 
v. BRIEFrNG SCHEDULE 
RANDALL STEVEN ROTHWELL. Supreme Court Docket No. 38437-2011 
Kootenai Counly Ooc.ket No. 2009-15394 
Defcndant-Appellan 
A MOTION TO AUGMENT AND TO SUSPEND THE BRIEFING SCHEDULE AND 
STATEMENT rN SUPPORT TIfEREOF W1IS filtd by counsel for Appellant on December 14, 2011 . 
Therefore. good cause .ppcaring. 
IT IIEREBY IS ORDERED thu Appellant's MOTION TO AUGMENT be. IIIld ~by is, 
GRANTED and the District Coun Reponcr shall prql8I'f: IIIld lodge the IJaruCriptS listtd below with 
lhis Court within twenty-eight (28) days of the date of this ORDER and the District Court Clerk shall 
immediately serve counsc:l and me the transcriptS with this Court. Any com-ctions shall be filed 
"ith this Court as provided by l.A.R. 30.1; 
I. TnIllscripi of the Jury Triol, portion WI was not previoU5ly prepnred; Voir Dire. 
conducted on AUgust 16,2010; 
(Court Reporter Julie FolandXestimate of peges: not Usttd, deemed less than 1(0) 
2. Tntmeript of the Jurisdictional Review hearing condlK!ted on May 17,2011 : 
(Court RqIOrter Julie FolandXestimlite of pages: less than 100) 
3. TBnSa'ipt of the Jurisdictional Review hearing co.nducted on November 17.2011 : and 
(Court ikporlcr Julie FolandXestimate of peges: not listed, deemtd less than 100. 
4. Trmscript of the Jurlsdictionallkvicw heanng condlK!ted on November 30.2011. 
(Court Reponer Julie Foland)(estimate of pages: not listtd, deemed less thon 100) 
IT FURTHER IS ORDERED that the 8ugmc:nllllion record shall include the documents listed 
below. copies of which 8CCOmpanied this Motion: 
I. Court Minutes from the Jurisdictional Review hearing conducted on May 17. 2011. and 
signed by the court clerk; 
2. Retained Jurisdiction Disposition and Notice of Right to Appeal. file·stamped May I ,. 
2011: 
3. Court Minutes from the Jurisdicrional Review hearing conducted on November 17.2011. 
and signed by the court clerk: 
PEND THE BIUEFlNG 
4. Court Minutes from the JurisdictionoJ Review hearina eooducted on November 30. 2011. 
and signed by the court clm: 
S. Retained Jurisdiction Disposition and Notice of Right 10 Appea.l. file-stumped No~cmbcr 
30,2011: 
6. Mcmorundum of Restitution, ,,"ith anaclunc:nlS, file-stamped November 30.2011 : and 
7. Civil Judgment. file-stamped November 30,2011; 
IT FURTHER IS ORDERED that the augmentation record shall include the items IiSled 
below. copies of ",-bich "'al: attlched 10 this Motion in a sral,d tm-t./opt. as CONFlDENTlA 
EXHIBITS: 
I. North Idaho C~ioMllnstitution Addendum to the Pre-Sentence: Investigation (APS!). 
file-stamped M.y 10,2011: and 
2. North Idaho Corrcctionallnstitutioo Addendum 10 the Pre-Sentence Investigation (APSI). 
file-stamped October 28. 2011 . 
IT FURTH ER IS ORDERED thu proceedings in this appeal shall be suspended until such 
time 1$ the transc:TiplS listed above have been prepared and lodaed ,,"ith this Court. III which time the 
due dille for filing of APPElLANT'S BRiEf s.hall be reset and TREATED AS A I-
OF TIME for filing of Appellant's Brief with this Court. 
DATED this 5~ day of Jantw)'. 2012. 
cc: counsel of Record 
District Court Clm 
District Coun Reporter 
For the Supreme Court 
_J 
(.) 
ORDER GRAN nNG MOTION TO AUGMENT AND TO SUSPEND THE BRIEFrNG 
SCHEDULE - Docket No. 38-437-2011 
g 
< 
the Supreme Court of the State of Idaho 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
v. 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO 
AUGMENT THE RECORD 
RANDALL STEVEN ROTHWELL, 
Supreme Court Docket No. 38437-2011 
Kootenai County Docket No. 2009-15394 
Defendant-Appellant. 
A MOTION TO AUGMENT THE RECORD AND STATEMENT IN SUPPORT THEREOF 
was filed by counsel for Appellant on April 19, 2012. Therefore, good cause appearing, 
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that Appellant's MOTION TO AUGMENT THE RECORD be, 
and hereby is, GRANTED and the augmentation record shall include the documents listed below, 
copies of which accompanied this Motion: 
1. Notice of Appeal, file-stamped January 5, 2011; 
2. Letter from Marian Noonan dated November 17,2011 and discussed at the November 17, 
2011 rider review hearing; 
3. Assessment from North Idaho Treatment Associates, file-stamped November 28, 2011; 
and 
4. Letter from Denise Donovan, Idaho Department of Correction, dated November 30,2011 
and discussed at the November 30,2011 rider review hearing. 
DATED this J-~ay of April, 2012. 
For the Supreme Court 
Stephen W. Kenyon, erk 
cc: Counsel of Record 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO AUGMENT THE RECORD - Docket No. 38437-2011 
01-05-11 01 : 5SPM FROM-KC D IST.. AX 2 
Olen E. Walker 
DamiB Reuter 
WALKER & WALL 
1875 N. Lakewood Dnve, Suite 200 
COM d'Alene, ID 83814 
Telephone: (l08) 657.9531 
F~slmile: (208) 667·8503 
ISBN; 6154 
Anomeys for DefendanrJ Appellant 
2084461153 T-916 P.Ol/02 F-267 
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CLERK DISTRICT COURT 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DIS'fRlCT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR. THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
PlaintiffIRespondent, CASE NO. CRF~2009 ... 15394 
V$), NOTICE OF APPlt:AL 
RANDALL STEVEN ROTHWELL. 
Defendantl Appellant. 
TO: TS ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT, STATE OF IDAHO, AN}) TBI 
CLERK OF TREABOVE ENTITLED COURT: 
1. The above named Appellant~ Randall Steven Rothwell, hereby appeals against the 
above named Respondent, the State of ldaho l to the Idaho Supreme Caun from the final 
Judsment and Sentence entered in. the above entitled matter on December 7, 2010, case number 
CRF·2009-] 5394, the Honorable John T. Mitchell, presiding. 
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the Judgment 
described above in paragraph one, is an appealable Judgment under and pursuant to Idaho 
Appellate Rule 11 (c)(1). 
3. The issues Appellant intends to assert in this appeal include, but are not 
necessarily limited to: Error in ruling on the admissibility of the testimony relating to the work 
done by the Ohio laboratory; error in not admitting good character evidence; and Sentence 
imposed was excessive. 
4. Appellant requests the preparation of the entire reporter's standard transcript as 
defined in Rule 25 I.A.R., and to also include the following, pursuant to Rule 25 (b): 
Trial- August 16, 17 and 18, 2010 (Julie Foland - approx. 150 pages) 
Sentencing - December 7, 2010 (Julie Foland - approx. 20 pages) 
5. The Appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's 
record in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28 I.A.R.: None 
6. I hereby certify as follows: 
A. A copy of this Notice of Appeal has been served upon all court reporters from 
whom a transcript is requested. The name and address of each such reporter is marked below in 
the Certificate of Service. 
B. Service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to Rule 20 
LA.R., to wit the Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney, and the Attorney General ofIdaho 
pursuant to Section 67-1401 (1) Idaho Code. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 2 
/"'~ 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this L day of January, 2010. 
WALKER & WALL 
Attorneys for Defendant! Appellant 
Dennis Reuter 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREB Y CERTIFY that I have this <!:;-'fh day of January, 2011, served a true and 
correct copy of the attached NOTICE OF APPEAL via first class mail or as otherwise indicated 
upon the parties as follows: 
x 
x 
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney 
P.O. Box 9000 
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83816-9000 
Lawrence G. Wasden 
Attorney General 
P.O.Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010 
Reporter for District Judge John T. Mitchell 
Attn: Julie Foland 
c/o Kootenai County Courthouse 
PO Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 3 
LJ First Class Mail 
LJ Hand Delivered 
[!:fFacsimile to: 208-446-1833 
L~~ First Class Mail 
LJ Certified Mail 
[...}- Facsimile to: (208) 334-2530 
U First Class Mail 
l::::::l""-- Facsimile to: 446-1132 
U Hand delivered 
Marian E. Noonan 
8561 North Cloverleaf Road #68 
Hauser, ID 83854 
November 17,2011 
Honorable Judge John Mitchell 
Kootenai County District Court 
324 West Garden 
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83814 
RE: People vs. Randall Rothwell, CR 2009-0015394 
Dear Judge Mitchell: 
I am writing to express my concern about giving Randall Rothwell probation. I do not believe he should be 
given probation at this time. In August of 20 11, I inquired to the Department of Corrections about the 
status of Randall Rothwell. It seems he took no advice at the Judicial Review that was held on May 17, 
2011. Randall Rothwell continued receiving infractions because of his behavior. As per the information I 
was given he even refused to go to work! This is not the kind of person who has earned probation. 
The actions of Randall Rothwell have greatly affected the life of Adriana Noonan and me. Adriana has 
made remarkable steps since the incident and is a very strong little girl. I am very proud of my daughter 
and I hold her accountable for her actions. Adriana still exhibits fear, and is very afraid that Randall 
Rothwell and his father are going to hurt her. Adriana fear is expressed both verbally and physically. 
Adriana will not stay in her room because she does not feel safe. Adriana has stomach aches and eczema 
that she breaks out with when she is stressed. 
I also fear that Randall Rothwell will not abide by the conditions of his probation. Randall Rothwell has 
access to weapons in his family's home, and though he is not supposed to live or be near Adriana. I have 
concerns that he and his family will not abide by the rules, their past history indicates this. It is a major 
concern of mine as Adriana'S, mother. 
The emotional impact of being prisoners in our own home and fearing stepping out our door only stopped 
when Randall Rothwell was incarcerated. This incident will permanently be with my family for the rest of 
our lives. The impact of the preliminary trial and the criminal trial in which he was found guilty has in 
itself brought an emotional impact upon both Adriana and me. His denial up to May 17, 2011, of what he 
did to Adriana was sick and uncalled for; he put my family through an emotional roller coaster. This was an 
ordeal that should have never occurred. Randall Rothwell and his family have no idea of the impact of him 
violating a six year old has caused. Randall Rothwell needs to be held accountable for his actions and 
realize he has to follow the law. 
I thank you, for the time spent in reading my statement. I also appreciate all that you have done for this 
case. 
Sincerely,. fi,,,,_~~. I ea~F'mu 
l 1 j28/2011 13: 20 208- 9 
~oki.ne,WA 
• • Coeur d'Alene, ID 
/)1 -163QLj' 
NORTH IDAHO TREATMENt ASSOCIATES, INC.· 
302 N. 51t1 Street· Coeur d'A:ene, IdahO 83814 . Tel: (208) 664-3282 - Fox: (208) 664-3639 
NITA 
Thomas J. Hearn. A.C.S.W. 
thoorn@northidoho1rootment.com 
It is my understanding that there was a concern about whether or not Mr. 
Rothwell meets the diagnostic criteria for Pedophilia (DSM IVR 302.2) and the Abel 
Assessment Inventory was to be used to help make that diagnosis. Pedophilia is 
diagnosed as (A) -"over a period of at least 6 months, rec1ll.'re.rit, intense seA--ua11y arousing 
fantasies, sexual urges, or behaviors involving sexuru activity with a prepubescent child 
or children (generally age 13 years of younger). (B) The person has acted on these sexual 
urges; or the sexual urges or fantasies cause marked distress or interpersonal difficulties. 
(C) The person is at least 16 years and at least 5 years older than the child or children in 
Criterion A." There is no specific psychological or physiological test that can, by itself, 
diagnose pedophilia. The diagnosis is based on a behavioral history. as noted in the above 
DSM fVR diagnosis and tests such as the Abel Assessment Inventory can provide 
additional information to help make that diagnosis. 
The Association for the Treatment of Sexual Abusers standards indicates that 
evaluators are to ''use measures of sexual preference." Typically those measures which 
are noted in the ATSA guidelines include either penile plethysmograph testing (PPG) or 
an Abel Assessment Inventory (AASI) or other viewing time measures, both of which 
reliably measure Se:lI--ual interests or preferences. The PPG measures sexual arousal and 
the AASI measures sexual :interests. 
The following is a summary of the Abel Assessment Inventory test results. Mr. 
Rothwell completed the Able Assessment Inventory on November 23, 2011. The test was 
interpreted by the testing company and my additional summary is as follows: The Abel 
Assessment Inventory is a specialized test used in sex offender clinics. The test contains 
two sections, the observation of non pornographic slides with the intention of measuring 
sexual interests and also a sexual history section of the test. As stated above, the test 
measures sexual interests, not sexual arousal. There are numerous studies validating the 
use of visual reaction time measures of sexual interests such as the Abel Assessment 
Inventory as long as the client is not aware of how the test is measuring sexual interests. 
Mr. Rothwell indicated he was not aware of anything about the test and had not been told 
how the test measures sexual interests. He was told to answer the questions honestly and 
he was told prior to the test about ways people try to fake the test and therefore invalidate 
the test results and how the test can detect faking. He was not polygraphed about the 
honesty of his answers on the AASI. 
On the Summary of Sexual Behaviors Mr. Rothwell denied doing child 
molestation behavior (though he admitted to me prior to the .test that he had molested a 
cWld victim.) He did admit to the use of adult internet pornography beginning at age 16 
to age 18 and indicated he felt he had "nearly complete" control over his use of adult 
1 
11/28/21311 13: 20 2138-55 39 
internet pornography. He admitted that in the two months prior to his arrest he spent "15 ' 
hours per week" looking at adult internet pornography. He admitted looking at other adult 
pornography beginning at age 15 to age 18 approximately 150 times. Mr. Rothwell on 
another section of the test "admits having been accused and ,having sexually molested the 
child to the extent reported." Mr. Rothwell denies he is a child molestation victim. With 
regards to the "Sexual Behaviors Ratings" which is "'the extent to which this person 
would find participating in the following activities as highly sexually disgusting to highly 
se).-ually arousing," Mr., Rothwell indicated he found nearly all of the behaviors listed as 
hlghly sexually disgusting, moderately sexually disgusting or "neutral." The only sexual 
behaviors which he found '''moderately arousing"" were '''usmg se::\.'Ual magazines or 
movies excessively" and "using internet adult sexual materials or sexual chat rooms 
excessively.~' As far as se,xual fantasies Mr. Rothwell denied deviant fantasies such as 
molesting a child and "sometimes or often~' havmg fantasies about iihaving adult sex 
partners who are total strangers" or using adult magazines, adult materials on the internet 
"excessively," etc. as noted above. 
On the Cognitive Distortion Score which describes "potential justifications 
:frequently used by persons who are sex:ually involved with children" MI. Rothwell . 
scored in the "problematic" range. Ibis score indicates he may have problems with his 
think.ing as far as justifications or rationalizations for molesting children. The Social 
Desirability Score "measures a person's unwillingness to admit to any violation of ' 
common social mores, such as impatience, feelings of anger, etc. A high score may 
indicate the person? s inability to respond truthfully to others.~' Mr. Rothwell scored in the 
"highly problematic" range on this scale indicating defensiveness and possible dishonesty 
on some of his answers on the test. On the Summary of DrUg and Alcohol Use, Mr. 
Rothwell admitted marijuana use beginning at age 16,and last used in 2007. He denied 
use of alcohol or any illegal drugs. ' 
The attaChed bar graph gives the objective and self reported sexual attractions as 
noted in the teSL The scote in parentheses is the self-reported attractions on a seven point 
scale. Mr. Rothwell showed that his primary self reported and objective sexual. interests 
are to adolescent girls' and adult women. According to the test interpretation ·~scores for 
adolescents-female 14-17 and male 14-17 similar to the scores for adults are not a sign of 
sexuaJ. deviation. Sexual interest in adolescents though biologically nonnal, is a serious 
boundary issue if acted on.'" Mr. Rothwell self reports some mild interest in females ' 
under age 13 but his objective scores show no sexual interests to prepubescent children 
except to ,possibly black female children ages 6 to 13. In summary, if Mr. Rothwell has a 
sexual interest in prepubescent chll~ according to the test results, it is not his primary 
sexual interest, though it could be a secondary sexual interest., 
--fC, ~' 
Thomas I./.arn ACSW 
Certified Psychose:ll..-ual Evaluator (Idaho) 
2 
11. /28/ 2011 13:20 
Site Ill: 1303 
caucasian 
(vmltll) 
Fernate 5 or less 
Fernele 6 - 13 
Female 14-17 
Female Mit 
Mala 5 C(" less 
Male 6-13 
Male 14-17 
MaJeAcUt 
(Blade I African) 
Female 6 or lese 
Female 6-13 
Female 14 - 17 
Female Adult 
Mala 5 or less 
Male 6-13 
Male 14-17 
Male Adult 
Paraphilias 
VayetXism A'Wf 
FrottageAWF 
s&MAVVF 
s&MAVINc 
FetisJism 
208-55 39 
Cliertll: 000353 Date Taken: 11f2311111:40:48M1 Dltelbld: 11123111 04:13:26 PM 
AASI3VRT 
0.22 (3.83) 
0.04 (3.50) 
1.00 (3.00) 
1.92 (4.33) 
-3.5 -3 -2.5 -2 -1.5 ·1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.0 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 
"'A\NF =' Adult \M1ite Female 
"'AWM= Mult VVt-ite Male 
""-_-:_A.-&I,-.......,. ... I"'t ___ ,... &L_' 111. .. _ _ ___ ~_ • . 6._~_~_ 
11/28/2011 13: 20 2['18-55 
NORTH IDAHO TREATMENT ASSOCIATES, INC. 
Thomas 1. Heam, A.C.S.W . 
.208~664-3282 
RELEASE OF INFORMATION 
J, }?f?1'We;, 1 \ Qerch, t&( I , Date of Birth  hereby authorize 'North 
Idaho Treatment Associates, Inc. to: 
Disclose information to /1$ n. Receive infonnation from ~ 
Initial Initial 
Name -----"'r:..;.;:..::.;~~ . ~;[--~~~. __ _ 
Agency = 
Address 
Phone 
This infonnation concerns myselfandlor the following minors ofwhorn r am parent Or legal guardiau: 
Name D08 .... ____ _ 
Name DOB----------
The informalion to be disclosed/requested includes the following spocific items: 
Treatment Plan and Diagno~is File Infunnation, Letters, Written Reports 
Opinion and Recommendations Other Information (Specii)t)<... _____ _ 
I11l1All ofI:lle Above 
The infonnatiol1 to be disclosed/requested is to be used for professional purposes only. I understand this infomJation 
will be kept confidential and disclosed only to the person named on this release or upon appropriate court order. 
Persons on probation or parole, or who are in the custody of the State (juveniles) are, by signing this release, aware that 
progre~~ reports wiII be sent to the supervising state agency when rC<iuosred by the Supervising stare officer, and 
progress reports will summarize relevant clinical information and progress in rreatmenL 
r understand that if the person or entity that receives the information is not a healLh care provider or healtll. plan covered 
by federal privacy regulations, the information desoribed above may be redisclosed and no longer protected by these 
regulations. However the recipient may be prohibited from disclosing substance abuse information under the Federal 
Substance Abuse Confidentiality Requirements, 
I understand I may refuse to 8ign this authorization and that my refusal will not affect my ability 10 obtain treatment or 
pa)'ffient or my eligibility for benefits. I may inspect or obtain a copy ofany information' usedldisclosed umIer this 
authorization. There may be a charge for these copies. 
J hereby waive any privilege I have to said information to North Idaho Treatment Associates, Inc. until spec;ific;aily 
revoked by me or my attorney. 
A photocopy of this authorization shall be considered effc:ctive and valid as the original. 
I hereby hold North Idaho Treatment A;:;sociates, lnc. hannJess from any liability or dami1gc:s which may arise pursuant 
to the use of this authorization. Furthermore, to the best of my understanding and abj)jty, I feel that I am mentally 
competent and understlmd what I 21m signing. 
x __________________ ~ __ ~_ 
Client (Juvenile) Date 
NOTICE: Confidentiality is severely limited by state law in cases involving suspected child abuse. 
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION 
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C. 1., "Bl;-rCH" OTfER 
Go,:efll-O: 
90S ltialiu Slr":l;l 
Lewiston, IV 835U I 
'4Dvembc[ JCi, 10]] 
To Terry ROllmell, 
[lREr-:-r D. Rf:JNKi'. 
Bh(""::iO;:, 
j :un sending tlllS letLer in response to the phone conver$a~jon we had in regards leo 
Randal! ROlh\'.:eJI. DOC ;i98212:CR 09-1539,1, DOf1 0}:04:] 991. As 1 related to :you, tbe 
onl)' SeX ottende.r treatment provider in lh~ District 2 area is Valley Treatment 
Specialties. The \.~0unsd0rs then: ,m~ .\,TSA appw\ed, per Oul Depatiment's polic.y, 
There is no ;;trl.lctured hOllsing available in the District :2 (irea tor sex {'Wendel's, Howt'\'er, 
we have had a high ratt' of SUl'ces;; IA'ith till: s(;x nilcr:ders being hOL:sed 2.t the Evergreen 
\·lotel 1I1 LewIston, [di1110, The m[magcr III the EVl:rgrccn Motel keeps an eye on our 
fdllifV offendeJ'~ \vho reside there ,mu clIm.:ntly, thcr~' i:1R'lIm~e (1))er sex offenders 
n::5iding fit that location. 
If yon lmve 2.IlY flllther questions, tee] fi'ec to wntncl me at (20Sj 799-503{:', 
http://docs.google.com/viewer?attid=O.1 &pid=gmail&thid= 133f5a2bb5cOOcd4&url=http... 11/30/2011 
In the Supreme Court of the State of Idaho 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
v. 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO 
AUGMENT AND TO SUSPEND THE 
BRIEFING SCHEDULE 
RANDALL STEVEN ROTHWELL, Supreme Court Docket No. 38437-2011 
Kootenai County Docket No. 2009-15394 
Defendant-Appellant. 
A MOTION TO AUGMENT AND TO SUSPEND THE BRIEFING SCHEDULE AND 
STATEMENT IN SUPPORT THEREOF was filed by counsel for Appellant on December 14,2011. 
Therefore, good cause appearing, 
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that Appellant's MOTION TO AUGMENT be, and hereby is, 
GRANTED and the District Court Reporter shall prepare and lodge the transcripts listed below with 
this Court within twenty-eight (28) days of the date of this ORDER and the District Court Clerk shall 
immediately serve counsel and file the transcripts with this Court. Any corrections shall be filed 
with this Court as provided by I.A.R. 30.1: 
1. Transcript of the Jury Trial, portion that was not previously prepared: Voir Dire, 
conducted on August 16, 2010; 
(Court Reporter Julie Foland)(estimate of pages: not listed, deemed less than 100) 
2. Transcript of the Jurisdictional Review hearing conducted on May 17, 2011; 
(Court Reporter Julie Foland)(estimate of pages: less than 100) 
3. Transcript of the Jurisdictional Review hearing conducted on November 17, 2011; and 
(Court Reporter Julie Foland)(estimate of pages: not listed, deemed less than 100) 
4. Transcript of the Jurisdictional Review hearing conducted on November 30,2011. 
(Court Reporter Julie Foland)(estimate of pages: not listed, deemed less than 100) 
IT FURTHER IS ORDERED that the augmentation record shall include the documents listed 
below, copies of which accompanied this Motion: 
1. Court Minutes from the Jurisdictional Review hearing conducted on May 17, 2011, and 
signed by the court clerk; 
2. Retained Jurisdiction Disposition and Notice of Right to Appeal, file-stamped May 17, 
2011; 
3. Court Minutes from the Jurisdictional Review hearing conducted on November 17, 2011, 
and signed by the court clerk; 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO AUGMENT AND TO SUSPEND 
4. Court Minutes from the Jurisdictional Review hearing conducted on November 30,2011, 
and signed by the court clerk; 
5. Retained Jurisdiction Disposition and Notice of Right to Appeal, file-stamped November 
30,2011; 
6. Memorandum of Restitution, with attachments, file-stamped November 30, 2011; and 
7. Civil Judgment, file-stamped November 30, 2011; 
IT FURTHER IS ORDERED that the augmentation record shall include the items listed 
below, copies of which were attached to this Motion in a sealed envelope, as CONFIDENTIAL 
EXHIBITS: 
1. North Idaho Correctional Institution Addendum to the Pre-Sentence Investigation (APSI), 
file-stamped May 10, 2011; and 
2. North Idaho Correctional Institution Addendum to the Pre-Sentence Investigation (APSI), 
file-stamped October 28, 2011. 
IT FURTHER IS ORDERED that proceedings in this appeal shall be suspended until such 
time as the transcripts listed above have been prepared and lodged with this Court, at which time the 
due date for filing of APPELLANT'S BRIEF shall be reset and TREATED AS A 1st EXTENSION 
OF TIME for filing of Appellant's Brief with this Court. 
DATED this S~ day of January, 2012. 
cc: Counsel of Record 
District Court Clerk 
District Court Reporter 
F or the Supreme Court 
Stephen W. Kenyon, Clerk 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO AUGMENT AND TO SUSPEND THE BRIEFING 
Log of 1K-COURTROOM8 -/17/2011 Page 1 of3 
Description CR 2009-15394 Rothwell, Randall 20110517 Jurisdictional Review 
Judge Mitchell 
Court Reporter Julie Foland 
Clerk Denice Larsen 
o 
ime Speak 
09:43:00 AM Judge 
Mitchell 
09:43:48 AM Judge 
Mitchell 
09:44:22 AM 
Def 
09:45:25 AM 
Def 
09:47:14 AM 
Def 
09:49:12 AM Judge 
Mitchell 
09:50:01 AM 
Def 
Art 
Verharen 
ocation 
Note 
Calls case. Def present in custody. Dennis Reuter for def. Art 
Verharen for State. 
I have read report from DOC. Have you read report? 
Yes, no corrections to PSI. 
I would like to make a stmt to you and to Mary. Mary, I'm sorry for 
what I did to you and to your family, physically and mentally for 
putting you through the trial. Apologize for everything I did, your 
healing could have started a year and a half before it did if I was 
just mature enough to admit what I did. 
Your honor, when I was sentenced to rider I was not very 
amenable to it. I needed to realize how much pain I caused to 
Mary and my family. I fought with my counselor and my group, I 
didn;t want to admit what I did and damage I caused. I started to 
listen to my counselor and myself. I should have just admitted to it 
and not put Adrianna and Mary through what I did. Calling them 
liars, when I knew I had done it. When I started to realize what I 
did, I started to be grateful to court for making me see alii needed 
to work on. I will jump at chance to start treatment. 
I talked to my treatment provider, Valley Treatment in Princeton. I 
just wanted to apologize for taking courts time and wasting time 
for healing with trial. Appreciate the opportunity to look into myself 
and see flaws and wish to change them. I will take what I learned 
from rider wherever I go. 
Seems like you would be making daily trips to Lewiston. How long 
is this treatment through Valley Treatment 
As little as 18 months or as long as necessary. 
I think you ought to relinquish jurisdiction. This change of conduct 
came at a point when he was basically looking at serving 25 years 
in prison or being placed on probation. Look at C notes in report. 
First entry for April 20--shows no remorse for crime, admits he 
lied at time of crime, then it states relinquishment. Couple days 
later it recs probation. What I take from that is that he goes on 
rider and for next several months he does not do good rider, has 
discipline problems. Becomes known to him dept is going to rec 
II 
relinquishment. States warnings. Pattern of conduct of not doing 
what other people told him to do. Concern he has only admitted 
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what he had done when became clear to him he was going to 
serve 25 years. Second reason is in terms of his sex offender risk 
assessment. Moderate-High range to reoffend. Last reason has to 
do with what he did in this case. This is one of the most disturbing 
cases of sexual misconduct I have ever looked at. 
09:54:30 AM He lured 6 year old girl to his house, into his bedroom, put penis 
Art in her mouth and left semen on her face. 6 months in jail is not 
Verharen sufficient. I think on that basis most of all you need to relinquish. 
Ask to keep NCO. 
09:55:22 AM There are many goals of retained. Accepting responsibility, 
empathy of victims. Those were accomplished. We know that he 
is not as mature as his chronological age would have us expect. 
He has many good qualities and abilities that contribute to 
community. He was not aware they were recommending 
Dennis relinquishment. They say he shows no remorse, yet in same C 
Reuter note he admitted he lied. Yes it would have been better if he 
admitted from beginning. During process of treatment and 
confontation he learned how to not only see how his own thinking 
created bad decisions, but accepting and being honest about 
those is beginning of new life. He has converted. He is saying 
now he needs to be honest, accept it and mature. He is aware 
treatment can help him. 
09:58:19 AM He is in low risk category in Minnesota. All show he has ability to 
conform his behavior and conform. He will be supervised as high 
Dennis risk to offend just to make sure. Trip from where he lives to 
Reuter Lewiston takes 45 minutes. People commute that every day. 
Randall does have the ability to get to Lewiston from where he is. 
Ask to place him on probation. No objection to no contact order. 
10:01:17AM I did not address no contact order at sentencing. NCO expired 
Judge and nothing that says it is renewed. If it has expired, I will put 
Mitchell NCO in place for victim Adrianna and family. That is permanent, 
doesn't expire. I will get that order out today. 
10:02:15 AM I don't believe you are candidate for probation. I couldn't disgree 
more with Dept rec. Many verbal warnings. Whether you knew 
Judge about rec for relinquishment doesn't matter to me. Because until 
Mitchell April 28 you were about as far away from a model prisoner as can 
be. You weren't doing anything right. I don't know when you got 
on the bus but it couldn't have been too many days after April 28 
10:04:01 AM I was getting some feedback from someone who was helping me 
Def keep accountable and making me aware of what I was doing 
wrong. 
10:04:40 AM 
It didn't begin to change until the end of April. I am pleased that 
you did eventually come to grips of what you have done. State 
could charge you with perjury. That will all sort itself out. I will not 
I plaCe you on piObation because of risk at which they assess you. 
I am going to order you back to prison to continue your retained 
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until jurisdiction up on Dec 7, 2011. I think you need sex offender 
treatment in institutional setting. Not responsible for me to put you 
on probation essentially 3 weeks after you admit what you did. 
You need to address your childish conduct while in prison. If you 
fail you will do those years I sentenced you to, 6 fixed, and quite 
likely you will do almost the entire 19 years. Come back with 
some treatment and estabiished attitude, not a recent convert, if 
that is in fact what you are. 42 days to appeal. You better show 
me you are treatable. 
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CLERK, DISTRICT COURT 
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Deputy 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
) 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) Case No. CRF 2009 15394 
Plaintiff, ) 
vs. ) 
RANDALL STEVEN ROTHWELL 
) 
) 
) 
) 
RETAINED JURISDICTION 
DISPOSITION AND NOTICE 
DOB: 
SSN: 
IDOC: 98212 ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
OF RIGHT TO APPEAL 
This ORDliR SUSPENDllVG ftTDGMENl AND SEln'ENeJE 
/OfWER RliLINQUlSHI1VG JDR18V1CllOJ'h A1WJ MOm} 111\,6' S£lVTENcE-. 
/ ORDER FOR CONSECUTIVE RETAINED JURISDICTION conltitutes the retained 
jurisdiction disposition in the above matter. l'en'v~ ~ K~~---yl~(O\-\~ L>,~~.b Vea,J..((7; 2.D 11, 
On May 17, 2011, before the Honorable John T ~itchell, District Judge, you, RANDALL 
STEVEN ROTHWELL, personally appeared for disposition of your retained jurisdiction. Also 
appearing were a lawyer from the Office of the KOOTENAI County Prosecuting Attorney and your 
lawyer, Glen Walker. 
Whereupon the court considered the report of the jurisdiction review committee and any 
offered evidence, and the defendant having been given the opportunity to explain, or comment 
concerning disposition, and you having been given the opportunity to make a statement and having 
done so, and recommendations having been made by counsel for the State and by your lawyer, the 
COUli did then pronounce its disposition as follows: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that, pursuant to I.C §§19-2601, 
o That the execution of your previously imposed sentence be suspended and you are placed 
on supervised probation for a period of years upon the terms and conditions 
identified and set forth on the attached Schedule of Probation Terms and Conditions. 
That in the presence of your probation officer, you shall on a certified copy of this order and 
the attached Schedule of Probation Terms and Conditions endorse your receipt of a copy of 
this order and shall have initialed your acceptance, agreement, and consent to each of the 
terms and conditions contained in this order and attachment. Your probation officer shall 
return to the court the certified copy that contains your endorsement. 
That as soon as you are released from custody, you shall report to the probation and 
parole office in KOOTENAI County. 
D The court's retained jurisdiction is relinquished. 
D The court's retained jurisdiction is relinquished and your sentence is modified and 
imposed as follows: 
LEWD CONDUCT WITH A 
MINOR UNDER SIXTEEN, (a 
felony), Idaho Code § 18-1508, 
committed on April 2-0, 2009 
To the custody of the Idaho State Board of Correction for a 
fixed term of SIX (6) years followed by an indeterminate 
sentence of NINETEEN (19) years, for a total unified 
sentence of TWENTY-FIVE (25) years; IS MODIFIED TO: 
To the custody of the Idaho State Board of Correction for a_ 
fixed term of THREE (3) years followed by an indeterminate 
sentence of TWENTY-TWO (22) years, for a total unified 
sentence of TWENTY-FIVE (25) years. 
0' The court's retained jurisdiction is EXTENDED for the maximum three hundred and sixty-
five (365) days. It is recommended that you be placed in as much SEX OFFENDER 
TREATMENT (now that he has been through the SOAG program, and only at the end of that 
program did he begin to program) and COGNITIVE RESTRUCTURING (given the extensive 
misconduct while on the first portion of this retained jurisdiction) as possible, and returned just 
prior to the expiration of the maximum period of retained jurisdiction. IDOC IS ENCOURAGED 
TO CONTINUE TO ASSES TO DETERMINE IF HE IS A PEDOPHILE ~,,"~J.tchtf- e;cP''v'0\- 12/71£(. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that pursuant to Idaho Code § 18-309 you, RANDALL ~~ 
;,/ \'1(\1 
STEVEN ROTHWELL, shall be given credit for time served on any sentence imposed on the 
above charges as follows: CRF 2009 15394 - 274 days. 
NOTICE OF RIGHT TO APPEAL 
YOU, RANDALL STEVEN ROTHWELL, ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that you have 
a right to appeal this order to the Idaho Supreme Court. Any notice of appeal must be filed within 
forty-two (42) days of the entry of the written order in this matter. 
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that if you are unable to pay the costs of an appeal, 
you have the right to apply for leave to appeal in forma pauperis or to apply for the appointment of 
counsel at public expense. If you have questions concerning your right to appeal, you should 
consult your present lawyer. 
DA TED this ~ l'tt-day of May, 2011. 
CERTIFICATE OF 
I hereby certifY that on the / J day of May, 2011 copies of the foregoing Order were mailed, postage 
prepaid, or sent by facsimile or interoffice mail to: 
V- Defense Attorney - ~:e~[~I~:r~l'i't11 &141- gso ~OOTENAI County Sheriff LfY(rll.(o 7 
_ Defendant, In Court 
~Prosecuting Attorney - 446-1833 _ !D Dept. ofTransp. (208) 334-8739 
~Probation & Parole, fax: 769-1481 t..-- Idaho Department of Correction 
_ Community Service (Interoffice Mail) [~d S9PY faxed to (208) 327-7445J 
_ KOOTENAI County Auditor (Interoffice Mail) _ !DOC CCD, fax (208) 658-2186 
GLOBAL DRUG TESTING via FAX: 664-6045 Pre-Trial Services, fax 446-1407 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
KOO~UNT: , 
BY ~1 
Deputy 
RECEIPTB DE 
I, RANDALL STEVEN RO WELL, hereby acknowledge receipt of a co of the 
foregoing disposition order and her y accept and agree to the incorporated tenns and con . ions of 
probation. By accepting this ation, I do hereby agree that if I am placed on Ration to a 
destination outside the Sta of Idaho, or if I leave the confines of the State 0 daho, with or 
without the pennission 0 my probation officer, I do hereby waive extradition t he State of Idaho. 
I further agree that I . I not contest any effort by any State to return me to t State ofIdaho. 
____ day ________ , 2011. 
DALL STEVEN ROTHWELL Witn s 
rov ,.,l\l\f) 1..:::''10..1' DDAD A TI£\hl 'TI7Dl\;I~ 
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Description CR 2009-15394 Rothwell, Randall 20111117 Jurisdictional Review 
Judge Mitchell 
Court Reporter Julie Foalnd 
Clerk Jeanne Clausen 
I~======== ================~========~~~~~~~~~~l 
Time 
04:21:10 PM 
Judge 
04:31:48 PM Judge 
04:32:21 PM 
Deft 
1F=========9F======== 
04:35:08 PM Judge 
04:35:21 PM 
Deft 
ation -COURTROOM8 
Note 
Calls case - deft present and represented by Mr. Szott; Ms. Glen 
for the state. Jurisdictional review hearing. The performance in 
the prison based program was poor enough that I felt all of the 
retained jurisdiction should be used. A report has been filed. 
discussed with my attorney. 
o corrections. 
No witnesses. 
I have given a copy of letter from Ms. Nunnen to the defendant to 
review. 
I have read the letter. 
Reads letter and will be made part of the presentence packet. I 
have read the 5/11 addendum to PSI also. 
Thank you for giving me another opportunity to do a rider. I 
learned a lot. I did slip up while I was there, but used this to 
learn. If granted probation I will start treatment with Valley 
Treatment. I want to go to that outpatient treatment. I will find a 
job while I'm going to school. I will be living with my 
Grandparents. I take responsiblities for my actions against 
Adrianna and her family. I would like an opportunity to do 
probation and would like to be a benefit to community. 
at if I don't let you life in Princeton? 
I will live at clean and sober facility and go to treatment with Tom 
Hearn. 2 times a week on average or can be more. Princeton is 
3 miles from Potlatch. I have a vehicle that I can take me back 
and forth to Clarkston. 
Presents letter to court. 
What would prohibit you from living at a clean and sober facility 
in Lewiston and than only have to transport to Clarkston. 
set l;lp living arrangement other than in Princeton. 
Recommend have custody relinquished to served out his 
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sentence. State's original recommendation at sentencing and 
because of number of various warnings that happened at N ICI. 
This persons participation in community treatment is marginal. 
He didn't compete his anger management. He is a moderate to 
high risk to reoffend. Adrianna Nunnen is now 8 yrs old. Her and 
her family suffered continual harrassment. Has suffered mentally 
PA and physically. Her life and life of her mother have been effected 
considerably. Preditory offense. Defendant is emotionally 
immature. Ms Nunnen hasn't been able to sell her house. Deft 
should be prohibited from returning to his parents home. There is 
undue risk that he might commit another crime. It might be hard 
for probation officer to supeNise and monitor him. It's about 
victims and protecting society. Measure of society is how it treats 
its children and not its criminals. 
04:46:43 PM Join in IDOC recommendations to place my client on probation. 
Page 4 of amendment to PSI - it does state that when he worked 
in kitchen he did do a good job. It also states that he was 
PO enrolled in sex offender treatment program and participated. He is aminable to probation. Mother of victim has some very 
legimate concerns. There were no formal disaplinary sanctions. 
Most of informal sanctions are probably from his age. He 
participated in most of his programs. 
04:50:33 PM I'm going to continue this hearing to 11/20/11. No one has talked 
about this but is disturbing - addendums to PSI's last page of first 
evaluation of most recent one - until it is ruled out that he is a 
pedifile. I don't have anything to state that you aren't. I don't have 
any idea where you're at. I'm not going to release you until I 
know for certain. If you aren't one, you won't have any contact 
with your victim. You will be on probation for many years. You 
won't live any where but Nez Perce County. You won't live in 
Princeton. You will work and be busy and be in treatment 
everyday. We need to determine that you aren't a risk to society. 
Judge I want a plan when you come back before. Structured living 
arrangements in Lewiston. I want to know if you are going to 
basically limited home arrest. If P&P won't go along with those 
restrictions, I won't place you on probation. I don't know how 
someone who faces potential life sentence could behave the way 
you did in prison. You did participate in sex offender treatment 
group this time around. Reviews all informal displinary actions 
the second time around. Weren't able to participate in anger 
management group. You were given a learning experiences and 
didn't follow up on that. You chose not to get along with that 
person. Attitude is horrible. Why should I believe that if I put you 
on probation you would do anything better than this. 
04:59:56 PM If my life. On probation I will be able to take my life in my own 
Deft hands and work with what I'm given. In Cottonwood I was put 
with inmates who only goof around. 
05:00:40 PM What if you were put in a clean and sober living there will be 
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people who goof around there also? 
my own living space. 
This was you opportunity to show me that you could follow all of 
their rules. 
III alarE~e that I failed miserably. 
You don't show any remorse for your victim. You said the words, 
but never once said what you actions were. No sympathy. 
Reschedule this to 11/30/11 at 11 am. 
urther. 
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Description CR 2009-15394 Rothwell, Randall 20111130 Jurisdictional Revie 
Judge Mitchell 
Court Reporter Julie Foland 
Clerk Jeanne Clausen 
========~========~==~~==========~I 
Date 11/301 
Time Speaker 
11 :17:10 AM 
Deft 
11:22:41 AM 
PA 
11:30:08 AM 
PO 
Note 
Calls case - deft present incustody and represented by Mr. 
Schwartz. Mr. Verharen for the state. 
I have read the evaluation by Hearn. 
No witnesses. 
No witnesses. 
I can't get treatment everyday, except in an institution. I don't 
have money for this kind of treatment. I have a room available at 
Evergreen Motel in Lewiston. There is a manager on site. My 
parents can help me until I get employment. I will complete 
paperwork for transitional housing. I have a sponsor in Lewiston 
who was referred to me by an inmate in Cottonwood. Options for 
additional therapy. I have possible parttime employment at Sams 
Cycle Shop. My PO will help me secure full time employment. 
Reads letter of apology to victim. I chose to sexually assault you 
and it is not your fault. 
Apologize if I am about to repeat something that I have said in 
the past. We've had quite a few hearings on this case. 
Relinquish jurisdiction is recommended based upon the actions. 
What he did was repugnant. It is justified for punishment reason 
also. Sex offender risk assessment put him at moderate to high 
risk to reoffend. He had a number of displinary offenses while on 
his rider. He still had disaplinary offenses when sent back to 
cottonwood to complete his rider. Don't thinkk he could abide by 
rules of probation. He was given 2 chances. There is a public 
safety aspect which is a concern. The courts concern is that he 
is a pedofile. The most recent report states he isn't a pedofile. 
Reviews page 2 of report - Cognitive - may have problems with 
his thinking and rationalization with actions with minors. Finding 
can't safely ease courts concerns about safety of society. Can't 
be sure that he will not do this again while on probation. 
Rehabilitative level - if he behaves himself in prison and does his 
programming he can be parole eligible. 
Mr. Rothwells family has helped him to get his probation plan set 
up. There isn't daily sex offender treatment, but will go to support 
group meetings when he isn't. He has arrangements to live in the 
only place that will allow him to live while in Lewiston. He will 
contact Department of Health and \Nelfare to help with housing. 
He has set up all of these things in a place where his support 
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11 :39:33 AM 
Judge 
==== 
11:52:01 AM 
11:52:17 AM 
Judge 
isn't. He has already obtained a sponsor who is uniquely 
knowledgable to the hurdles he will be facing. Should follow the 
recommendations from Department of Corrections. 
Relinquish Jurisdiction. Commits to board of corrections and 
have 42 days to appeal. There are a lot of reasons why I have 
come to this decision. Even though Dept of Corrections comes 
up with placing you on piObation recommendation - my decision I 
has a lot to do with your performance while on rider. I told you 
clearly when you were sentenced about how you needed to 
behave and perform while there. You disregarded that. 5/17/11 
we had a hearing. You apologized to victim and family, but didn't 
talk about what you did. PA recommended relinquishement at 
that hearing. I told you at that time you weren't a candidate for 
probation. I again told you what I expected from you from that 
date and when your jurisdiction ends. I couldn't have been any 
clearer. Address you childish conduct, sex offender treatment 
and that I would impose sentence if you didn't. You came back 
and we had a hearing 11/17/11 and you did state that you take 
ownership for your actions. Today is first time in the 2 yrs that 
case has been assigned to me, that you ever stated exactly what 
you did and beginning of remorse for your victim. You are to be 
commended for that. You have come back with a plan for living 
in Lewiston and to be commended for that also. I can't overlook 
you actions while in prison. Scores on evals causes me grave 
concern for safety of society. Doesn't matter where you live. You 
are rated at High to moderate risk to reoffend and you 
perfomance in prison - there is reason for me to believe that with 
treatment I have no indication from you that you will take 
treatment seriously and conditions of probation seriously. I could 
never handle you reoffending in a sexual way. There is every 
indicaiton that there is a good chance that you will. Deterance 
and protection of society I believe this is the best outcome. You 
have about 4.5 yrs before you are parole eligible. You will get 
treatment there. Get as much treatment as you can, take rules 
seriously and become parole eligible as soon as you can. I can't 
change past and evaluation scores that you got. Had you 
performed well in prison (even in past 6 months) I probably 
would've placed you on probation. There is too great risk to place 
you on probation. 
ied sentence down to three somewhere along the line. 
That is correct. I modified after the first retained. That is the 
sentenced imposed. 3 fixed 22 indeterminate. Sorry for 
misspeaking. Page 2 of document filed I didn't check box - those 
were options I was considering, but didn't. It has never been 
modified. 6 fixed plus 19 indeterminate. 
Nothing further. 
Nothing further. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
) 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) Case No. CRF 2009 15394 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
RANDALL STEVEN ROTHWELL 
008: 
SSN: 
IDOC: 
 
98212 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
RETAINED JURISDICTION 
DISPOSITION AND NOTICE 
OF RIGHT TO APPEAL 
This ORDER RELINQUISHING JURISDICTION constitutes the retained 
jurisdiction disposition in the above matter. 
On November 17,2011, before the Honorable John T. Mitchell, District Judge, 
you, RANDALL STEVEN ROTHWELL, personally. appeared for disposition of your 
retained jurisdiction. Also appearing were a lawyer from the Office of the KOOTENAI 
County Prosecuting Attorney and your lawyer, Chris Schwartz. 
Whereupon the court considered the report of the jurisdiction review committee 
and any offered evidence, and the defendant having been given the opportunity to 
explain, or comment concerning disposition, and you having been given the opportunity 
to make a statement and having done so, and recommendations having been made by 
counsel for the State and by your lawyer, the Court did then continue the hearing to 
allow you an opportunity to obtain an updated psychosexual evaluation to determine if 
you are a pedophile. 
On November 30,2011, before the Honorable John T. Mitchell, District Judge, 
you, RANDALL STEVEN ROTHWELL, personally appeared for disposition of your 
retained jurisdiction. Also appearing were a lawyer from the Office of the KOOTENAI 
C:RF 2009 15394 - RETAINED .JURISDICTION DISPOSITION - NOVEMBER :~O. 2011 - DA rov 1 
County Prosecuting Attorney and your lawyer, Chris Schwartz. 
Whereupon the court considered the report of the jurisdiction review committee 
and any offered evidence, and the defendant having been given the opportunity to 
explain, or comment concerning disposition, and you having been given the opportunity to 
make a statement and having done so, and recommendations having been made by 
counsel for the State and by your lawyer, the Court did then pronounce its disposition as 
follows: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that, pursuant to I.C. §§19-2601, the court's retained 
jurisdiction is relinquished and your sentence is imposed as follows: 
LEWD CONDUCT WITH A MINOR UNDER SIXTEEN (felony), committed on April 
20, 2009 - To the custody of the State of Idaho Board of Correction for a fixed term 
of SIX (6) years followed by an indeterminate term of NINETEEN (19) years, for a 
total sentence not to exceed TWENTY-FIVE (25) years. 
THE STATE OF IDAHO IS ENCOURAGED TO PROVIDE SEX OFFENDER 
TREATMENT. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that pursuant to Idaho Code § 18-309 you, RANDALL 
STEVEN ROTHWELL, shall be given credit for time served on any sentence imposed on 
the above charges as follows: CRF 2009 15394 - 471 days. 
NOTICE OF RIGHT TO APPEAL 
YOU, RANDALL STEVEN ROTHWELL, ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that you have 
a right to appeal this order to the Idaho Supreme Court. Any notice of appeal must be 
filed within forty-two (42) days of the entry of the written order in this matter. 
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that if you·are unable to pay the costs of an 
appeal, you have the right to apply for leave to appeal in forma pauperis or to apply for 
the appointment of counsel at public expense. If you have questions concerning your 
right to appeal, you should consult your present lawyer. 
DATED this 30th day of November, 2011. 
Joh 
CERTIFICATE 
I hereby certify that on the ~ day of November, 2011 copies of the foregOing Order were 
/ mailed, postage prepaid, or sent by facsimile or)nterofficemail to: ~efense Attorney - Chris Schwartz 446-1701 L_ KOOTENAI County Sheriff tJ-t.I& -/ Ljo7 _ Defendant, In Court 
L Prosecuting Attorney - 446-1833 :.:..... 10 Oef)t. ofTlalisp. (208) 334-67'39 
P~obatiefl & Parole, fax: 769 1481 L Idaho Department of Correction 
-=- Comnluliity Service (Interoffice...Mail). [certified copy faxed to (208) 327-
vKOOTENAI County Auditor (Interoffice Mail) 7445J 
....=GLOBAL-BRUG TESTING via FAX: 664-6045 ~IDOC CCD, fax (208) 658-2186 
_ Pre Trial 8el vices, fax 446-14t)7 
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0, orr:rrrr r' ,d tIl,;, \ , 
BARRY McHUGH 
Prosecuting Attomey 
501 Government Way/Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 
Telephone: (208) 446-1800 
Facsimile: (208) 446-1833 
ASSIGNED ATTORNEY 
ARTHUR VERHAREN 
IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
RANDALL S. ROTHWELL, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. CR-F09-15394 
MEMORANDUM OF RESTITUTION 
COMES NOW, ARTHUR VERHAREN, Deputy Prosecuting Attomey for Kootenai County, 
Idaho, and hereby requests in the following additional amount(s) to be paid to the Kootenai County 
Clerk, 324 West Garden, Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 in the form of cash, certified check or money 
order: 
Marian Noonan 
8561 N Cloverleaf Road #68 
Post Falls, Idaho 83854 
Idaho Industrial Commission 
Claim #2009000918 
POB 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0041 
ME}\.10F~t\NDUM OF RESTITUTION: Page 1 
$635.96 
$637.44 
DATED this 11-- day of o~ ,2010. 
"-
~f~~4; 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the ! ~ day of O~ ,2010, a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing was hand delivered to: / 
-= DEFENDERS O!'FIe1': j)"vl"; S J<c:J ('I(f4r~Vle 
MEMORA.NDUM OF RESTITUTION: Page 2 
IDAHO INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
Boise, ID 83720-0041 
(208) 334-6000 - FAX (208) 332-7559 
1-800-950-2110 
C.L "BUTCH "OTTER. GOVi.:RNOR 
04/06/2010 
NANCY LEE 
KOOTENAI COUNTY PA OFFICE 
P.O. BOX 9000 
COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83816 
Re: Claimant/CV No: Adriana D. Noonan 
Defendant(s)/Case No: Randall S. Rothwell 
Dear Nancy: 
2009000918 
CR-2009-001S394 
COMMISSIONERS 
R, D. MaYl1nrd, Chainnan 
Thom", E. Limbaugh 
Thomas P Baskiu 
1'..1indy Montgomery, Director 
The Crime Victims Compensation Program (CVCP) is requesting restitution for 
payments made on behalf of Adriana D. Noonan. Attached is a spreadsheet itemizing the 
payments made by evcp. 
Total Amount of Restitution Requested by CVCP: $637.44 
Please request the court to order restitution to reimburse CVCP for the amount listed 
above. Please forward a copy of the restitution order to our office for our records. 
If restitution has previously been ordered or the case is closed, please contact our office at 
(800) 950-2110 or (208) 334-6080. Thank you. 
Sincerely, 
Crime Victims Compensation Program 
700 So. Clearwater Lane, Boise, ID 
Equal Opportunity Employer 
1t\lrlllC'TDII\I ('"'("'\1\/11\/1 I C'CI("'\t\1 
"'IIl...Iuv, 1'\-11\1- \J\,...IIVIIVIIVVI\,...II'I 
CRIME VICTIMS COMPENSATION 
Payment Summary 04/06/2010 
State of Idaho - vs - Rothwell, Randall S Case Number: CR-2009-0015394 
Payee Original Collateral Source Reductions * CVCP 
Amount Payments Payments 
Family Support Svc of N Idaho $2,800.00 $2,294.87 $126.32 $378.81 
Kootenai Med Center Business Services $905.00 $675.24 $0.00 $229.76 
Pathology Assoc Med Lab $353.74 $315.23 $9.64 $28.87 
Total $4,058.74 $3,285.34 $135.96 $637.44 
'* The claimant is responsible for reduction amount. 
CUSTOMER COpy 
INSTALLATION SERVICES CUSTOMER CONTRACT - MWORK -INT/EXT/PATIO 
DOOR 
~-.o-W-E-'S-O-F-C-O-E-U-R-D-'A-L-E-N-E-' I-D-.,-S-T-O-R-E.... ""S-T-O-R-E-P-H-O-N-E-: -(2-0-8)-6-6-5--1-3-13-----. #: 18 SALESPERSON: RICHARD WHITE 901 APPLEWAY AVENUE SALESPERSON 10: 66234 COEUR 0 ALENE, 10 83814 Document Print Date : 08/09/2009 
This is only a Quote for the merchandise and services printed below. This becomes an agreement upon payment and 
an endorsement by a Lowe's register validation . Upon such payment and endorsement, the entire agreement, including 
the specifically completed pages of this document, the Terms and Conditions included with this document and any other 
addenda or attachments hereto, shall be referred to herein as this "Contract." 
PLEASE READ THIS ENTIRE DOCUMENT. INCLUDING THE "TERMS AND CONDITIONS." BEFORE SIGNING. 
I Lowe's Registration or ~tractor Li~se Number I Lowe's Contractor Name 
10 _ _ _ _ _ i~-o72.- 10"c.~ 
-Customer Name Home Phone 
S MARIAN NOONAN 208-661-7792 
0 Customer Address Other Phone 8561 N. CLOVERLEAF RD #68 
L -City State / Province Zip 1 Postal Code 
0 POST FALLS 10 83854 
Installation Address 
T 8561 N. CLOVERLEAF RD #68 
-
0 Installation City Installation State/Province Installation ZiplPostal Code 
POST FALLS 10 83854 
--- -
MERCHANDISE AND INSTALLATION SUMMARY 
c 
- MERCHANDISE SUMMARY 
J v;WJ~h~ 
. V/J/J 0 
J 
15207: 356-MDF7: STK: MDF CASE 356 11/16"X2-1/4"XT: MDF CASE 35611/16"X2-1/4"XT: COMMCO - OTY 1 
15215: 356-MDF10: STK : MDF CASE 35611/16"X2-1/4"X10': MDF CASE 35611/16"X2-1/4"X10': COMMCO - OTY 1 
220602: 37080031 : STK: 32" SAVANNAH WHT-BRASS: 32" SAVANNAH WHT-BRASS: COMFORT-BILT WINDOWS AND DOORS - OTY 1 
245205: 245205: STK: 36" JAMB EXTENSION KIT 6 9/16": 36" JAMB EXTENSION KIT 6 9/16": AMERICAN BUILDING SUPPLY, INC. - OTY 1 
u 
288053 : 883351046404 : STK : PB COMBO LVR SGL LIDO: LIDO KEYED ENTRY LEVER WITH SMARTKEY AND SINGLE CYLINDER DEADBOL T WITH 
Store 18 Project No. 267902035 for MARION NOONAN Page 1 of 6 
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CUSTOMER COpy 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ SMARTKEY COMBO IN POLISHED BRASS: KWIKSET - OTY 1 
r 
I 
31727: LAUREL SUNBUF~ST: SOS: SOS RB DECORATIVE FBRGLASS-ABS TC: FIBERGLASS 32, LAUREL SUNBURST (ENTRY/EXTERIOR), : AMER-
ICAN BUILDING SUPPLY, INC. - OTY 1 
Stock or SOS : Stock 
Select Location: Front Door 
Side Lights or Transoms: No 
. ~idden Damage Description: None 
all Specialized Mortise Hardware: No 
elect Storm Door: Storm Door 
Deliver Door: Yes 
Permit Required: No 
Materials Price 
INSTALLATION DESCRIPTION 
Door Type: Exterior 
Select New Door: Single Pre-hung 
Hardwood (Mahogany or Oak) Door: No 
Number of additional holes bored for accessories: None 
Install Storm Door: Install new storm door 
Total Linear Feet of Custom Trim to be Installed: 0 
Customer Understands Scope of the Project: Yes 
Additional Miles Traveled over 20 : 0 
Bring Up To Code Description: None Local Disposal Fee: None 
Describe Other Work Needed: INSTALL JAMB EXTENSION AND CUT DOOR Other Work Charge: Yes 
TO FIT OPENING 
Comments: No Comment 
Additional Specifications: 
Labor Charges 
Detail Deduction 
$ 702.95 
$ 609.05 
-$ 40.00 
otation: Lowe's will not make structural modifications, paint or stain or remove/reinstall security system equipment. Customer is responsible to advise if prop-
erty is governed by Historic District Regulations. 
Additional Specifications: The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has requested that Lowe's notify installation customers that a lead based paint hazard 
may exist in dwellings built prior to 1978. See pamphlet EPA 747-K-99-001 for details. 
-
TOTAL CHABGES OF All MERCHANDISE AND SERVICES 
'where applicable labor is taxable,check local tax restrictions. 
SUB-TOTAL $1272.00 
*SALES TAX $ 0.00 
--I...- --
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CUSTOMER COpy 
DELIVERY $ 0.00 
ORDER TOTAL $ 1272.00 
Work is to commence upon reasonable a~lablitY of Contractor which is anticipated to be 
Estimated completion date is ,e [fill in date]. 
NOTICE TO CUSTOMER 
BALANCE DUE 
~ .D [fill in date]. 
II items listed in this contract and specification sheet(s) are to be installed under conditions agreed upon at time of purchase and 
the price appearin~1 on this contract form. This assumes sound existing substructures, superstructure and points of attachments. 
Extra labor or material incident to installation necessitated by defective substructures, superstructure, pOints of attachment, or the 
moving of fixtures or appliances to be billed at extra cost to customer. DO NOT SIGN THIS CONTRACT UNTIL COMPLETE AND 
YOU HAVE READ THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS CONTRACT. BY SIGNING BELOW, YOU ARE ACKNOW-
LEDGING THAT YOU HAVE READ, UNDERSTAND AND AGREE TO THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS SET FORTH ON THIS 
CONTRACT. YOU ARE ENTITLED TO A COpy OF THIS CON~T AT THE TIME OF SIGNATURE. 
WITNESS OUR HAND(S) AND SEAL(S) BELOW THIS q 7.:!.! DAY OF , cJ,.JhJ q . 
~~we's Home C2J;jOd--
Print Name: ~1. Ll> ~. LJ If/IT 
(Seal) 
,,' Q /1 . IlfI1.JiU1JLt!,. L_/JJtn1fLIZ 
OV$;:;er • 1 
II/I/(IA lV E NoOf(JAU /I IJ I /i I~ ~& « I if 
'-----C7 rt Zip I Postal Code ---- -City State / Province Print Name 
;U/It 
Spouse 
JJ/Jr 
Print Name 
(Seal) 
(Seal) 
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\ 
LOIIE'S HIW, INC. 
901 APPLEllAY AUENUE 
CDEUR D RLENE. ID 83814 
(208)665-1313 
*********************************** 
PICK UP INFORMATION 
TO OBTAIN STOCK MERCHANDISE 
DESIGNATED AS [PICK UP LATER] ON 
THIS RECEIPT, YOU MUST·COME TO THE 
CUSTOMER SERVICE DESK. 
PICK liP DATE 08/10/09 
FOn INUOICE 98007 
********************~¥************* 
-INSTALLED SOS SALE-
SALES D: S0018R~11 55234 08-09-09 
229019 
229012 
LAB INST EXT DOOR-ADDL/CU 
[DIRECT DELIVERV] 
BASIC LABOR EXT DOOR-SGL 
[DIRECT DELIVERV] 
229024 
LAB INST STORM DR iI/EXT 0 
[DIRECT DELIVERV] 
ORm. PC". 79985982 
INVOICE 98005 SUBTOTAL : 569.05* 
* LABOR SUBTOTAL REFLECTS $40.00 CREDIT 
FOR DETAIL 
-INSTALLED SALE-
SALES B: S0018RWl 66234 
245205 
30" JAMB EXTENSION KIT 5 
[PICK UP LATER] 
15207 
MDF CASE 355 11/1fi"X2-1/4 
[PICK UP LATER] 
15215 
MDF CASE 355 11116"X2-1/4 
rOTrv lID IOTCe, 
08-09-09 
38.00 N 
4.13 N 
5.90 N 
i 
I. 
I 
,I 
\ 
YOUR OPINIONS COUNT! 
REGISTER TO WIN A $2500 LOWE'S GIFT CARD 
jREGISTRESE PARA GANAR UNA TARJETA DE REGALO LOI'IE' S 
REGISTER ONLINE OR BY PHONE BY COMPLETING A GUEST 
SATISFACTION SURUEY ANYTIME DURING THE NEXT 3 DAYS: 
http://webview4.isacorp.com/l ovles 
OR 
1-856-3152-3877 
YOU RID n 08828 0018 221 
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER OR IHN. 
MAIL-IN ENTRY IS AVAILABLE. SEE OFFICIAL RULES AT: 
http://i surveyvieb. eoroll owes/ru 1 esl 
GIFT CARD vlINNER 
VIIlL BE NOTIF lED mm 120 DAYS. 
0018 TERMINAL: 06 08/09/09 12:38:05 
/ 
220502 218.00 II 
32" SAVANNAH ~!HT -BRASS 
[PICK UP LATER] 
288053 55.92 N ' 
PB COMBO lUR SGl lIDO 
[PICK UP LATER] 
INVOICE 98007 SUBTOTAL: 322.95 
- INSTALLED SOS SALE-
SALES U: S0018RWI 56234 08-09-09 
31727 LAUREL SUNBURST 380.00 
FIBERGLASS 32. LAUREL SU 
[PICK UP LATER] 
ORIB. PO#: 79986963 
INVOICE 9800B SUBTOTAL : 380.00 
INVOICE 96006 SUBTOTAL : 569.05 
INVOICE 98007 SUBTOTAL : 322.95 
INVOICE 98008 SUBTOTAL : 380.00 
SUBTOTAL : 1.272.00 
TAX: 0.00 
BALANCE DUE: 1,272.00 
M/C: 1,272.00 
MIC XXXXXXXXXXXX5125 Ro501 Z 
AMOUNT: 1 .272.00 
0018 TERMINAL: 08 08/09/09 12: 38: 05 
N 
ff OF ITEMS PURCHASED: 5 
EXCLUDES FEES, SERVICES AND SPECIAL ORDER ITEMS 
THANK yOU 
FOR SHOPP ING LOWE'S 
RECEIPT REQUIRED FOR CASH REFUND. 
CHECK PURCHASE REFUNDS REQUIRE 
15 DAY WAIT PERIOD FOR CASH BACK. 
STORE MGR: MARK GOLDSIIITH 
HAVE A COMMEHT OR FEEDBACK? LET US KNot~ AT: 
WWW.LOWES.COM/FEEDBACK 
STORE CODE: 00180-80909-08828 
~)E HAVE THE Lot/EST PRICES, GUARANTEED! 
IF yOU FIND A LOIIER PRICE. l~E IIILL 
BEAT IT BY 10%. SEE STORE FOR DETAILS 
,I 
o OPJGtr~ J~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) Case No. CR09-15394 
) 
Plaintiff, ) CIVIL JUDGMENT 
) 
RANDALL S. ROTHWELL, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
Judgment is hereby entered against the defendant, Randall S. Rothwell, in the amount(s) that 
follow. Such amounts to bear statutory interest from the date indicated and shall be paid to the 
Kootenai County Clerk, 324 W. Garden, Coeur d' Alene, Idaho, 83814 in the form of cash, certified 
check or money order: 
Marian Noonan 
8561 N Cloverleaf Road #68 
Post Falls, Idaho 83854 
Idaho Industrial Commission 
Claim #2009000918 
POB 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0041 
CIVIL JUDGMENT: 
$635.96 
$637.44 
Page 1 
This judgment is entered pursuant to Idaho Code Section 19-5304 and 20-520(3) and shall 
include statutory interest pursuant to Idaho Code 28-22-104(2) accruing from 6\ f~\ 2& ( ~ 
together with all post judgment attorney's fees and costs extended in the collection of this judgment 
as aIIowed by law. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Judgment shall be entered upon the records Kootenai 
County as a public record. 
Entered this .2£l.!-day of 0~4 ~ ,2010. 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF M 
I hereby certifY that on the 30 day of {/Dvtruer: 2010, at a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing was mailed/delivered by regular U.S. Mail, postage prepaid, Interoffice Mail, Hand 
Delivered, or Faxed to: 
Prosecutor #&.-'/8'33 
KCPSB 
------
Bonding Co. ___ _ 
ISP 208 884 7197 
CIVIL JUDGMENT: 
Defense Attorney Ljtjb-;JI8hDefendant 
Auditor ~ Police Agency ----
Other 
----------------
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